Huang named dean for the College of Engineering, Architecture and Technology

The OSU/A&M Board of Regents has approved the appointment of Dr. Hanchen Huang as dean, professor of mechanical and aerospace engineering, and the holder of the Donald and Cathey Humphreys Endowed Chair of the College of Engineering, Architecture and Technology.

Heragu first individual to receive three pinnacle awards from IISE

Oklahoma State University’s Dr. Sunderesh Heragu, who was recently elected president for the Institute of Industrial and Systems Engineers for the 2025-26 period, has become the first individual to receive pinnacle awards in education, research and service from the IISE.

Another success for OSU Construction Engineering Technology students

Construction Engineering Technology students at Oklahoma State University competed in the Associated Schools of Construction (ASC) Region 5 competition in Dallas on February 17-19, 2024 and brought home another trophy.

CEAT STUCO creates new program focused on local government and community involvement

The CEAT Leadership in Our Community And Local-Government (LOCAL) is a program with an objective to provide CEAT students with an understanding of local government operations, encourage active engagement and demonstrate how engineers can contribute meaningfully to their communities.
OSU welcomes Native Americans for STEM education

The Oklahoma State University-Stillwater campus invites Native American students, educators and families participating in science, technology, engineering and mathematics education to several events in April.

SAVE THE DATE!

APRIL 2-3

Over the past five years, the College of Engineering, Architecture, and Technology has more than doubled the number of undergraduate students receiving a degree. The success of their education is built on a foundation of transforming math and science into ideas, devices and processes that improve the world around us and advance business opportunities that support families and communities.

Our graduates and faculty are changing the world.

By supporting CEAT during Give Orange, you will help transform engineering, architecture, and technology education in Oklahoma and provide students with the skills to excel in the future.

We are excited for you to discover your orange passion for the College of Engineering, Architecture, and Technology as you take part in the 1,890 minutes for OSU during Give Orange 2024!

IEM student Emmanuel Yangue named IISE Graduate Research Award winner

Emmanuel Yangue, an industrial engineering and management graduate student was selected by the Institute of Industrial & Systems Engineers as the 2024 Graduate Research Award winner.